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2016. Soft cover. Book Condition: New. 21 cms. 142pp. Out of early twentieth-century Russia came
the world?s first significant effort to build a modern revolutionary society. According to Marxist
economist Samir Amin, the great upheaval that once produced the Soviet Union also produced a
movement away from capitalism-a long transition that continues today. In seven concise,
provocative chapters, Amin deftly examines the trajectory of Russian capitalism, the Bolshevik
Revolution, the collapse of the Soviet Union, the possible future of Russia?and, by extension, the
future of socialism itself. Amin manages to combine an analysis of class struggle with geopolitics?
both crucial to understanding Russia?s complex political history. He first looks at the development
(or lack thereof) of Russian capitalism. He sees Russia?s geopolitical isolation as the reason its
capitalist empire developed so differently from Western Europe, and the reason for Russia?s
perceived ?backwardness.? Yet Russia?s unique capitalism proved to be the rich soil in which the
Bolsheviks were able to take power, and Amin covers the rise and fall of the revolutionary Soviet
system. Finally, in a powerful chapter on Ukraine and the rise of global fascism, Amin lays out the
conditions necessary for Russia to recreate itself, and perhaps again move...
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Reviews
This composed book is great. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Lucious McDer mott
The publication is fantastic and great. It can be rally exciting throgh reading period of time. I am just very happy to inform you that this is the greatest
publication i actually have read in my very own daily life and could be he very best ebook for at any time.
-- Pr of. Alvis Wucker t
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